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THE YIDDISH PRESS IN MONTREAL, 1900-1945
The Yiddish press in Montreal served a dual function: to accli-
matize the local Eastern European immigrant community to its
adopted home in Canada, and to maintain and foster a distinc-
tive cultural life. For the tens of thousands of Yiddish-speaking
immigrants who settled in Montreal between 1900 and 1945,
the Yiddish press provided access to the unfamiliar outside
world while it both reinforced and expanded the ongoing rela-
tionship with the readers’’ familiar Jewish world. As in Europe,
the Montreal press was key to the development and dissemina-
tion of Yiddish culture, including political ideology,
institutional development, as well as scholarly and literary
ventures. This paper will examine the roles filled by the
Montreal Yiddish press during its heyday, in particular its lead-
ing newspaper, the Keneder Adler (Canadian Jewish Eagle).1 It
will begin with some general comments about the history of the
Yiddish press and the specific Montreal context. Yiddish news-
papers are a relatively recent phenomenon on the world scene.
The Yiddish press developed in tandem with modern Yiddish
literature, which emerged in the 1860s as a product of the
modernization and Europeanization of the Haskalah (Jewish
Enlightenment). Technological innovations and increased liter-
acy resulted in the widespread development of the Yiddish
press in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This
expansion corresponded with the emergence of new Jewish
ideological movements, such as Socialism, Zionism, and reli-
gious Orthodoxy. The first Yiddish weekly in Eastern Europe, a
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supplement to Alexander Zederbaum’s St. Petersburg Hebrew
weekly ha-Meliz (“The Advocate,” founded in Odessa, 1860),
titled Kol Mevaser (“The Harbinger,” founded in St. Petersburg,
1862), published pioneering works of modern Yiddish litera-
ture.2 State censorship in the Yiddish population centre of the
Pale of Settlement in Tsarist Russia delayed the establishment of
the first lasting Yiddish daily, the St. Petersburg Der Fraynd
(“The Friend”), until 1903.3 The period following World War I
brought with it an international proliferation of the Yiddish daily
and periodical press. From 1918 to 1920, some 320 periodicals
appeared worldwide, including 42 daily newspapers, 75 week-
lies, and 39 monthly magazines.4 Between 1920 and 1939, some
20 Yiddish dailies were being published in Poland alone, the
majority of them in Vilna, Bialystok, Lodz, Grodno, and
Warsaw. These newspapers reached sizable readerships when
one considers that each issue was shared by several readers: the
leading Warsaw daily, Haynt (“Today,” founded 1908),
surpassed its close rival, the Moment (founded 1910), with a
circulation of 100,000 during World War I.5 Many of these
newspapers, in particular the dailies, were commercial endeavors
that featured a variety of contents, from local and international
news coverage to Yiddish literature. They opened up a new world
of knowledge to their readerships.  
Meanwhile, the Yiddish press in North America
commenced in the rapidly expanding American Yiddish immi-
grant centre of New York with the founding of Kasriel
Sarasohn’s Yidishe gazetn (“The Jewish Gazette,” founded
1874). In 1885 Sarasohn launched the first Yiddish daily in the
world, the Yidishe tageblat (“Jewish Daily”). The largest news-
papers – Der forverts (“The Forward,” founded 1897) and Der tog
(“The Day,” founded 1914) – published both local and regional
editions. During the peak year of 1915-16, the combined circu-
lation of the Yiddish dailies was 500,000 in New York alone,
and 600,000 nationwide,6 with each copy of the newspaper
serving multiple readers. Newspapers were founded across the
ideological and political spectrum, from the politically conservative
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Yidishe tageblat to the anarchist Fraye arbeter shtime (“Free
Workers’ Voice,” founded 1890) and the Communist Morgn
frayhayt (“Morning Freedom,” founded 1922).7 Yiddish papers
were founded on a smaller scale in many centres of Yiddish
settlement, including Boston, Philadelphia, and Chicago. The
North American readership largely consisted of recent immi-
grants who earned their livings by working long hours in the
garment trade or other semi-skilled labour. While books repre-
sented luxuries of time and money that many working
immigrants could not afford, the Yiddish press was widely
accessible. Circulation peaked just after World War I and began
to decline with the immigration restrictions of the 1920s.
From the outset, the international Yiddish press enjoyed
a symbiotic relationship with Jewish culture and politics. As
Alan Mintz writes, “much that was new and important in the
creation of [Jewish] culture appeared in journals, newspapers,
and miscellanies.”8 Before the Holocaust, the press served as
the primary tribune for the publication of Yiddish literature,
with “the history of modern Yiddish literature and the history of
the Yiddish press Y inextricably interwoven.”9 With the high
costs associated with the published book, and the limited poten-
tial readership, the Yiddish book industry failed as a commercial
venture outside of Eastern Europe. Even in the more profitable
Eastern European book markets, Yiddish writers tended to
publish works of poetry and prose in the press before seeking to
publish in book form.10 The press served as a means for Yiddish
writers to reach a wide audience as well as offering them a
stable source of financial support for their writing.  It is no exag-
geration to say that virtually all of the Yiddish writers published
in the Yiddish press.11
The Yiddish press served as the mass tribune of Eastern
European Jewry and reached millions of readers worldwide.
Yiddish newspapers disseminated diverse political and religious
ideologies, and played a central role in the rise of Jewish nation-
alism and the Jewish left wing. Each newspaper tended to
promote its distinct religious and political ideology, while at the
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same time presenting its readership with local and world news,
edification, entertainment, and, in many cases, sensationalism.
With Yiddish serving as the shared language for much of
Eastern European Jewry and its colonies until the Holocaust, the
Yiddish press brought together readers worldwide, and helped
to foster a shared Jewish consciousness. The shared goal of its
publishers was not only to circulate news, but also to dissemi-
nate ideology, be it Jewish observance and the reinvention of
tradition, secularism and radical socialism, cultural nationalism, or
a combination thereof.  Ultimately, the purveyors of the Yiddish
press strove to offer a model of an ideal Jew for the modern world:
literate and educated about the ways of the world and, more
often than not, committed to some vision of Jewish continuity.  
The Yiddish press of Jewish Eastern Europe’s new
immigrant colonies in the Americas filled a number of addi-
tional functions. It served as a tool of acclimatization, informing
its readers about their new homes and providing insight into
integrating into wider society. At the same time, it served to
rally the Jewish community and to consolidate it. The goals of
the Yiddish newspaper in Canada were manifold: to inform, to
educate, to entertain, and to represent the general interests of the
immigrant communities. As Irving Abella writes: 
The first regular Yiddish dailies that began to be
published in Canada were not merely newspa-
pers; for the newcomer they were an introduction
to the New World; they were forums of debate,
vehicles for self-expression.... [T]hey were, for
all intents and purposes, the university of the
Jewish common man and woman.12
Corresponding roughly to the generation gap in the mass
immigration of Eastern European Jews,13 Canada lagged some
twenty years behind the United States in the development of a
Yiddish press.14 In 1851, the entire Canadian Jewish population
consisted of 500 individuals, with its centre in Montreal. The tiny
Montreal Jewish community was educated in English schools
and associated with the dominant Protestant, English-speaking
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Quebec minority. It had formed religious and community orga-
nizations such as the Shearith Israel Spanish and Portuguese
Synagogue (1768),15 and the Hebrew Philanthropic Society
(founded 1847).16 On the eve of mass migration of Eastern
European Jewry, the 1881 Montreal Jewish population of 989
souls was well integrated into wider Canadian society. Its organ
was the Anglo-Jewish weekly, the Jewish Times, founded in
1897 as the first enduring Jewish periodical in Canada.
Established by two descendants of Jewish pioneer families,
Lyon Cohen and prominent lawyer Sam Jacobs, the Jewish
Times covered local, national, and international news of Jewish
interest for an acculturated, English-speaking readership.17
Beginning with a trickle of several hundred in the late
nineteenth century, the established, largely anglicized Jewish
population was deluged by largely impoverished Yiddish-speak-
ing settlers. Immigration swelled the 1901 Montreal Jewish
population of some 7,000 individuals to 58,000 in 1931, in a
Canadian Jewish population of 157,000.18 The newly expanded,
and now dominantly Yiddish-speaking, Jewish community of
Montreal formed a “third solitude” as Quebec’s first sizable
non-Christian minority, sandwiched between the English
Protestant and French Catholic populations. While educated in
the English schools, Jews were conspicuous in their increased
number, their more audible and visible Jewish language,
culture, traditional religious observance, and the radical ideolo-
gies that they brought with them. They soon founded new
institutions to meet their needs, including synagogues, unions,
fraternal orders, schools, libraries, and clubs.  In Montreal as in
other Jewish centres, the Eastern-European mass immigration
created a Yiddish reading public, and consumers of Yiddish
culture. Even as the new immigrants acculturated and adopted
English, Yiddish remained the dominant language of the
community: at its height in the 1931 census, 99 per cent of
Quebec Jewry declared Yiddish as mother tongue.19 Yiddish
served ideological as well as utilitarian purposes; for a select but
visible group, the language and culture formed an integral part
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of the ideological construction of a viable Jewish identity for the
present and future.20
The establishment of a Canadian Yiddish press began in
Montreal in the 1880s, although none of those publications have
survived.21 Despite the small Yiddish-speaking population and
an absence of facilities for the production of Yiddish type, there
were several attempts to found Yiddish publications, all of them
short-lived. As early as 1887, later-renowned lexicographer
Alexander Harkavy (1863-1939) who had been invited to serve
as a Hebrew teacher in the Shaar Hashomayim Talmud Torah
School, published a lithographed periodical called Di tsayt
(“The Time”). A single issue appeared.22 In 1891, Jewish scholar,
journalist, and writer, Getsl Zelikovitch (1855-1923) authored
and produced a four-page mimeographed newspaper, also enti-
tled Di tsayt, that sold out its 200 copies immediately.23 A.L.
Kaplansky (1861-1941), the first Hebrew/Yiddish printer in
Canada, was the publisher, editor, and primary author of a
Yiddish newspaper titled Dos likht (“The Light”) that appeared
in three issues in 1897.24 In 1905, writer and cultural activist
Hirsch Hershman (1876-1955) published three small issues of a
newspaper titled Der telegraf (“The Telegraph”).25 A year later, in
1906, several numbers of a small weekly paper were published in
the form of a small circular every Friday.26 In 1907, the Orthodox
Der yidisher shtern (“The Jewish Star”) was published by
“Chief Rabbi” of the province of Quebec, Rabbi Joshua Simon
Glazer (1876-1938). The weekly struggled for a year before
failing.27 Meanwhile, Yiddish newspapers from the United
States, most notably from New York, played an important role
in the lives of Canadian Jews, both before the establishment of
a lasting local Yiddish press and after. Even after the establish-
ment of a Canadian Yiddish press, many Canadian Jews
subscribed to, purchased, or borrowed copies of the largest New
York dailies, notably the New York Forverts, and Yidishes tage-
blat.28 In addition, the American Yiddish press provided a
source of support for Canadian Jewry on the most basic level
long before there were traces of a Yiddish press in Canada.29
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The first enduring and longest lasting Canadian Yiddish
newspaper, the Keneder Adler, was founded in Montreal in
1907. It appeared as a daily from 1908 to 1963, then less
frequently, and finally ceased publication in 1988. The Adler
was the largest of the Canadian Yiddish newspapers, with its
circulation exceeding that of its Anglo-Jewish counterpart
during its peak in the mid 1920s.30 Within five years of its
creation, lasting Yiddish newspapers appeared in other
Canadian centres with the publication of the weekly Dos yidishe
vort/the Israelite Press (“The Jewish Word,” Winnipeg, founded
1910 as Der kurier, “The Courrier”) and Der yidisher zhur-
nal/The Daily Hebrew Journal (“The Jewish Journal,” Toronto,
founded 1912).  The Adler’s founder, Polish-born immigrant
and community activist Hirsch Wolofsky (1878-1949), served
as publisher until his death and played an active role in the
development of the newspaper.  
Early on, the Keneder Adler established the moderate
stance that remained its trademark. The maxim of Wolofsky’s
Adler seems to have been “something for everyone.” The pages
of the Adler featured international and local news, opinion
pieces, serious essays, modern literature, critical reviews of
books, art, theatre, and music, light reading, humour, columns
for women and children, and concrete assistance with finding an
apartment or job. The content of the newspaper encompassed
high literature and serious scholarship, as well as popular writ-
ing, including sensationalized serialized novels. Contributors
varied from local to internationally known writers, both in the
original Yiddish and in Yiddish translation. The language of the
newspaper ranged from high poetry to lowbrow pieces peppered
with English. The spectrum of Jewish ideology was represented
in the Adler.  Many of the individuals involved in the Adler had
labour Zionist affiliations, including Wolofsky himself, and
Zionism is a recurring theme in the newspaper, both as an ideol-
ogy and as a political movement. The Adler expressed clear
socialist inclinations and was sympathetic to the plight of work-
ers in its coverage of strikes. It published material on secular
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Jewish ideology and cultural activity. At the same time, it
published writings of a traditional Jewish bent such as scholarly
articles on Jewish texts and Bible translations, as well as special
material on the occasion of the Jewish holidays.  
This open stance can be traced back to its publisher.
Wolofsky in many ways embodied the spirit of the new immi-
gration: raised in a traditional Eastern European milieu, he was
influenced by the Haskalah and Zionism, and brought a strong
sense of Jewish identity and community with him to Canada.
Simultaneously a businessman and an active figure in the
Montreal Jewish community, Wolofsky created a popular news-
paper that addressed a wide readership. Unlike the political and
religious fragmentation that permeated so much of the Yiddish
world and its press, Wolofsky’s Adler set out to unify rather than
divide. As Gerald Tulchinsky writes, Wolofsky 
had broad liberal and progressive views and saw
the primary role of his newspaper as a ‘commu-
nal institution’ whose task was advancement of
Jewish cohesion and improvement by means of
editorial persuasion and education.31 The local
context bolstered the Adler’s tendencies toward
all-inclusiveness. Montreal, even though it was
Canada’s largest Yiddish center, boasted a rela-
tively small Yiddish population, and with it, a
limited potential readership. The local Yiddish
community found itself in a precarious position
as a recent and highly visible minority group
wedged between the dominant French-Catholic
majority and small English-Protestant elite. With
anti-Semitism on both sides, the Adler rallied for
communal unity rather than divisiveness along
ideological lines. In addition, as the first – and
for several years, the only – Yiddish daily in
Canada, there was early on a deliberate appeal by
the Adler to Jews across the country, and a sense
of serving Canadian Jewry as a whole. In its
early years, the newspaper was so moderate that
during one of his political talks in Montreal, Dr.
Chaim Zhitlowksy (1865-1943), the chief theo-
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retician of Diaspora nationalism and Yiddishism,
asserted that the paper ought to have been called
‘ganz’ (goose), instead of ‘adler’ (eagle).32
The Adler functioned as a bridge between the way of life
its readers had experienced in Eastern Europe and the new way
of life they found in Canada. It introduced its readership to new
ideas and literature, both from within and outside of the Jewish
world.  It educated its readers about international, national, and
local events and issues, and worked to promote Canadianism
and political awareness. The most popular Adler associate in
this area was Israel Medres (1894-1964), who acted as news
editor and political affairs columnist during his 40-year associ-
ation with the newspaper. He was known for his simple and
direct style often punctuated with humour. His regular columns,
entitled “Di vokh in kanade” (This Week in Canada), and
“Bilder in gerikht-zal” (Pictures in a Courtroom), presented
readers with an accessible source on contemporary political and
legal matters.33
At the same time, as a Yiddish-language publication, the
Adler played an integral part in the maintenance and adaptation
of the Yiddish culture brought to Canada from Eastern Europe.
The Adler early on assumed a leadership role within the
Montreal Jewish community, and provided a network among the
community’s various Jewish groups.34 It was within the pages of
the Adler in the first decade of the century that editor Wohliner
(nom de plume of Eliezer Landau, 1877-1942), pioneered the
movement for a Canadian Jewish Union in Canada, eventually
to become the Canadian Jewish Congress in 1919. The Adler
likewise played a key role in the promotion of community-wide
philanthropic enterprises such as the relief campaigns for
Eastern European Jewry in the 1920s and 1930s.  Most basi-
cally, the Adler presented a forum for Yiddish writing and
exchange and, in the process, it created a community of readers.
Under Wolofsky’s leadership, the Adler quickly
attracted a core group of writers who were also active in the
local Yiddish community. The Adler acted as a school for writ-
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ers where they were able to develop and polish their styles, and
provided writers and poets with a means of livelihood that freed
them to pursue their literary activities.35 The Keneder Adler
served as a locus for literary activity, and from its inception
acted as a gathering site for writers who employed the Adler as
a forum for their scholarship, poetry and prose, and ideas. For
example, during his fifty-year association with the Adler, B.G.
Sack (1889-1967), the first historian of Canadian Jewish
history, published pioneering articles on Canadian and Quebec
history. As a longstanding member of the editorial board, rabbi,
and Jewish scholar Chaim Kruger (1875-1933) published stud-
ies on important personalities from Jewish history. During his
tenure as Adler editor from 1924 to 1964, musicologist Israel
Rabinovitch wrote extensively on the field of music as well as
theatre. Longtime contributor, community activist, and literary
critic H.M. Caiserman (1884-1950) wrote widely on Yiddish
literature, including the first comprehensive overviews of
Canadian Yiddish literature.36 As will be discussed below, in
many cases their contributions to the Adler served as bases for
full-length studies to appear later in book-form. Virtually all of
the Montreal Yiddish poets and writers published in the Adler
and many made their debuts in its pages.37 Among them,
Canada’s best-known Yiddish poet, J.I. Segal (1896-1954),
published his first poem in the Adler and began a long association
that culminated in a post as literary editor from 1938 to 1945.  
The Adler attracted figures of international stature, and
bolstered Jewish cultural life. The period of 1912-15 became
known as the “golden age” of the Keneder Adler under the
editorship of renowned Hebrew essayist Reuben Brainin (1862-
1939). He increased the prestige of both the newspaper and the
city. Under his leadership, the newspaper grew both in stature
and readership.38 Brainin devoted many columns to the devel-
opment of a comprehensive cultural life among Montreal’s
Jewish community. Along with a young labour Zionist activist,
Yehuda Kaufman (Even Shemuel, 1886-1976), he campaigned
for the establishment of a Folks-biblyotek (Jewish public
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library) in 1913 and for its continued support in 1914. He
employed the pages of the Adler to highlight issues relating to
education, notably the network of modern, secular Yiddish
schools, the Natsyonale-radikale/Peretz-shuln and the Folks-
shuln (National Radical/Peretz Schools and the People’s
Schools) that were founded locally in 1913 and 1914 respec-
tively. The Adler continued its support of the library, schools,
and other local Jewish organizations both by reporting on their
condition, and promoting their programming and events.  
The Adler dominated the local Yiddish scene, although
numerous short-lived attempts were made beginning in the
1910s to establish other Yiddish newspapers in Montreal. In
1915, Brainin left the Adler over a disagreement with Wolofsky,
and founded a rival daily, Der veg (“The Road”). Der veg
featured contributions by some forty Canadian Yiddish writers
and promoted community causes such as the establishment of a
Canadian Jewish Congress. Der veg lasted under two years.
During the 1910s and 1920s, newspapers were founded to repre-
sent diverse ideologies, notably the influential labour Zionist
presence in Montreal. In 1912, local labour Zionists established
a weekly, Di folkstsaytung (“The People’s Newspaper”), and
imported internationally known activist Leon Chazanovitch to
serve as editor. Chazanovitch, in turn, brought modernist poet
Moyshe Leib-Halpern, a member of the cutting-edge New York
Di yunge (“The Young Ones”) literary group, as his assistant.
Halpern published several poems in the Folkstsaytung, includ-
ing Tsum strayk (“To the Strike”), penned on the occasion of a
local tailor’s strike.  Despite the prestige of its editor, Di folkst-
saytung folded in less than a year. On the other end of the
ideological spectrum, Rabbi Simon Glazer produced a short-
lived Orthodox newspaper called Di yidishe velt (“The Jewish
World,” 1911-12). In 1926, a newspaper titled the Kanader
vokhenblat (“Canadian Weekly”), dedicated to serious Yiddish
literature, appeared. Edited by local writers Yaacov Zipper (born
Yaacov Shtern, 1900-83) and Chaim Tolmatsh (1895-1971), the
Kanader vokhenblat was founded with “purely literary goals”
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until it became involved with local politics and ceased publica-
tion after fifteen issues.39 Overlap between the Montreal
Anglo-Jewish press and the Yiddish press began in the 1910s
when, in 1914, Hirsch Wolofsky, purchased the existing
English-language weekly, The Canadian Jewish Times, and
reconstituted it as the Canadian Jewish Chronicle.40 The
Chronicle and the Adler shared resources, and writers.
Meanwhile, in Canada’s other two main Jewish centres, endur-
ing Yiddish newspapers were founded: the Toronto Yidisher
zhurnal (“Jewish Journal,” 1912), and the Winnipeg Dos yidishe
vort (“The Jewish Word,” 1917).  
The Adler supported Yiddish letters and promoted local
projects, literary or theatrical. It serialized longer works by its
associates, including B.G. Sack’s pioneering study, the History
of the Jews in Canada, which subsequently appeared as the
opening essay in the 1926 volume, The Jew in Canada.41 The
Adler filled a key function in the literary community by actively
publishing, distributing, and promoting Yiddish books. The
Adler was not alone in this role: the daily and periodical press
played a direct and indirect role in the development of Yiddish
literature and book publishing. Joshua A. Fishman characterizes
the vital function filled by the press in Yiddish book publishing: 
The modern world of Yiddish books is to a large
extent a by-product of the Yiddish press, for had
the latter not subsidized the former (both in the
sense of paying wages/honorariums to the
authors and being the first arena in which new
books, in serialized fashion, saw the light of 
day) the books themselves would frequently not
have appeared.42
Soon after its founding in 1907, the Adler offered the use
of its presses to print Keneder Adler Yiddish volumes in
exchange for payment, and published Canada’s first Yiddish
book in 1910: Moshe Elimelech Levin’s Kinder ertsiyung bay
yidn (“Children’s Education Among Jews”).43 By World War I,
the Adler had expanded its role from printer to sponsor, in
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particular of works by its close associates. For example, in 1918
the Adler both published and subsidized the appearance of two
volumes by its editor H. Hirsch (1918-23): Fablen (“Fables”)
and Shir ha shirim (“Song of Songs”).44
The Adler’s role as a book printer and publisher
expanded in the late 1910s.  When World War I interrupted the
printing and distribution of Jewish books in Eastern Europe and
brought to a virtual standstill the production of the costly-to-
produce folios of the Talmud, Wolofsky undertook the
ambitious project of producing a local edition under the
auspices of the Adler: the Adler’s Shas talmud bavli
(“Babylonian Talmud”), or, as it became popularly known, the
Montreoler shas (“Montreal Talmud”).45 In the end, the
Montreoler shas was a money-losing venture,46 and with his
expanded printing quarters and a bindery sitting idle, Wolofsky
sought to increase the volume of outside printing jobs taken on
by the Adler.47 The Kenender adler drukeray (the Keneder
Adler print shop) produced Yiddish volumes commercially in
the 1930s: Yidishe geshikhte in fragn un entfers (“Jewish
History in Questions and Answers,” 1935, 1938) by pedagogue,
Folks-shuln teacher and writer Abraham Samuel Sacher (1880-
1970), as well as J.I. Segal’s volume of poetry, Di drite sudeh:
lider (“The Third Meal: Poems,” 1937). 
At the same time it functioned as a commercial printing
press, the Keneder adler ran a publishing house under the name
Farlag keneder adler/Eagle Publishing Company.  Unlike the
print shop, the Adler publishing house was not a commercial
venture. Under Wolofsky’s direction, it supported the publica-
tion of works of Jewish scholarship by absorbing the costs for
use of its printing presses, providing encouragement to authors,
and by disseminating the finished product. Farlag keneder
adler published a handful of Yiddish-language works, and all of
them authored by the Adler’s associates and contributors, for
many a culmination of projects they had begun in the pages of
the Adler. In the process, the Adler supported Jewish scholar-
ship, an endeavor that Wolofsky valued highly. For example,
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Israel Rabinovitch published both of his books through the
Adler: a bilingual volume on pertinent current events called Di
geshikhte fun yidishn shul-problem in kvibek / The Jewish
School Problem in the Province of Quebec From its Origin to
the Present Day (1926) and a collection of musicological stud-
ies called Muzik bay yidn (“Music Among Jews,” 1940).48
Chaim Kruger’s highly regarded studies on key personalities in
Jewish tradition included Der Rambam (“Maimonides”), which
appeared in book-form in 1933).49 The Keneder Adler published
all of Hirsch Wolofsky’s own works: a travelogue called Eyrope
un erets yisroel nokh der velt-krig (“Europe and the Land of
Israel After the World War,” 1922), a contemporary commen-
tary on the Bible called Fun eybign kval (“From the Eternal
Source,” 1930) and a book of memoirs, Mayn lebns rayze (“My
Life’s Journey,” 1946).50 Like most publishing houses associ-
ated with newspapers, the Adler published works that met its
wider goals. While a press attached to a radical newspaper such
as the New York anarchist Fraye arbeter shtime published
works of a more militant orientation, the Adler avoided works
that would have resulted in factionalism. A comparable role was
filled by the Yiddish newspapers in Winnipeg and Toronto.51
The Adler played a notable role in the promotion of local
Yiddish theatre.52 A number of the Adler’s regular contributors
were theatre enthusiasts who consistently provided reviews of
local plays, including early Adler editor Dr. Ezekiel Wortsman
(1878-1938), longtime contributor B.Y. Goldstein (1879-1953),
and Israel Rabinovitch. From the outset the Adler faithfully
covered the local entertainment scene, both in Yiddish and, to a
lesser degree, English and French. The Adler endorsed both
amateur and professional theatre in its reviews and encouraged
attendance. From its beginnings, the Adler called for quality
Yiddish theatre in Montreal and rejoiced at superior perfor-
mances,53 and was particularly supportive of local endeavors.
The Adler was instrumental in creating a Yiddish theatre public
in the nascent pre-World War I period.54 In the late 1910s and
early 1920s, it featured regular columns dedicated to the local
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theatre.55 The Adler also supported attempts at local amateur
theatre, notably Chayele Grober’s critically acclaimed amateur
art theatre, the YTEG Studio (Yidish-teater-grupe/ Yiddish
Theatre Group, 1939-42).56 More directly, the Adler introduced
local playwrights to the Yiddish stage.  During World War I,
with the encouragement of Wolofsky and under Brainin’s direc-
tion, Adler writer Y. L. Malamut (1886-1966) revised his serialized
novel, Tserisene neshomes (“Torn Souls”) as a Hassidic play
under the title “Di goldene keyt” (“The Golden Chain”). Later
renamed “Baym reben in hoyf” (“In the Rabbi’s Court”), the
work was produced for the Yiddish theater in Montreal, and
subsequently in Winnipeg, Chicago, and Minneapolis.57
Similarly, Adler editor H. Hirsch authored a play titled “Der
yidisher politishan” (“The Jewish Politician”) that was
performed locally in 1919.58
The Adler was conscious about its changing role as a
Canadian Yiddish newspaper and adjusted to the needs of its
readers. It added a number of regular features in the 1920s: columns
for women and children titled Di froyen velt (“Women’s
World”) and Kinderland (“Children’s Land”), as well as an
illustrated Sunday supplement and a humour supplement. The
goal, the editors stated, was to make the Adler comparable to the
New York newspapers while remaining a Canadian paper.59
Other special interest columns focused on health, the home, and
family. For example, in January 1925, the Adler introduced an
English page to appeal to a younger and anglicizing readership
that featured news, literature, and brief essays. 
The Adler strove to be a forum for the Canadian commu-
nity as a whole in its process of acculturation, and it strove to
create unity among Jews nationwide. It acted as a mediator
between traditional Eastern European Jewish life and the
Canadian context, with a high value placed on Jewish tradition,
learning, and scholarship. It educated its readers about life
inside and outside of the Montreal Yiddish community. It
promoted the development of lasting local educational, politi-
cal, and cultural institutions. The Yiddish press played a pivotal
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role in the development of a rich literary life in Montreal; it
represented a stable forum for publication, and served as the
primary means for Yiddish writers to see their writing in print
before the Holocaust.  
Ultimately, the dler declined together with the culture
that created it. The Holocaust destroyed the locus of Yiddish life.
While Montreal was much slower to abandon the Yiddish
language, acculturation reduced the proportion of Yiddish
speakers in Montreal beginning in the 1940s. While an influx of
Yiddish-speaking survivors of the Holocaust in the late 1940s and
early 1950s strengthened the Yiddish community, the language
faced a steady decline. Although it was bolstered in Montreal by
the existence of the network of Yiddish parochial schools and
strongly Yiddish-oriented institutions such as the Jewish Public
Library, the Adler largely remained an immigrant newspaper
that was unable to survive the attrition of its Yiddish readership.
Like the Yiddish press in general, the Adler provides a
rich and under-accessed source of information on the Yiddish
immigrant community and the way in which it related to the
wider Jewish and non-Jewish world. For example, the scholar of
the Quebec theatre, in particular of the 1920s, 1940s, and 1940s,
will find reviews of French-language productions from the
perspective of the Jewish minority. The obituaries alone repre-
sent a rich source to genealogists and historians alike. Overall,
the Adler reflects a complex process of acculturation and nego-
tiation by a culture in flux.  
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